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Social behavior leading to the production of common goods is prone to exploitation. One 

such behavior in Pseudomonas aeruginosa is quorum sensing (QS), by which the bacteria 

produce signals to regulate extracellular common goods. Exploitation comes in the form 

of cheaters which have a mutation in the central quorum sensing regulator LasR. 

Previously we demonstrated that cheaters arise in vitro under conditions that require QS 

because they have a growth advantage over the wild-type. In the same experiment we 

also observed lasR mutants that produced select (QS) products. We initially hypothesized 

that this partially QS-proficient strain evolved from a QS-deficient ancestor and would 

harbor a second-site mutation. To understand the underlying molecular mechanism, the 

genomes of this strain and its wild type ancestor were sequenced. Two unique mutations 

were identified. Subsequent genetic analysis included complementation of candidate 

mutations and construction of respective mutants using evolved mutations. We found that 

the original mutation in lasR itself is sufficient to cause partial QS-proficiency. Because 



 

 

the mutation resides in the DNA binding domain of LasR, we predict that it alters 

promoter specificity, resulting in a reduction of the LasR regulon to the functions 

essential for in vitro growth. This streamlined cooperator will be an excellent model for 

the evolution of regulators and their specificity. 
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Evolution of a Streamlined Cooperator in Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
Quorum Sensing 

 
Introduction 

Quorum Sensing 

In bacteria, cell-cell communication, also termed quorum sensing (QS), provides 

a strict on/off switch for the production of public goods. QS was first discovered in 

Vibrio fischeri, where bacteria coordinate the production of light by population density 

(7). LuxI produces an acyl-homoserine lactone (acyl-HSL) autoinducer which binds 

LuxR at high population density (Figure 1). The LuxR-acyl-HSL complex then acts on  

the lux regulon (9-10). Orthologs of the lux system have been identified in many other 

 

 

 

A B 

Figure 1. A diagram of LuxIR QS. (A) At low population density LuxI produces a 
signal which diffuses into the environment. (B) At high population density the signal 
accumulates extra- and intracellularly and binds its cognate receptor LuxR. The LuxR-
signal complex then activates target genes.  
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Gram-negative bacteria. The Gram-negative opportunistic pathogen Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa contains two complete QS systems, LasRI and RhlRI, which use acyl- HSLs 

as autoinducers. The LuxR-type autoinducer synthases LasI and RhlI produce N-3-

oxododecanoyl-HSL (3OC12-HSL) and N-butyryl-HSL (C4-HSL), respectively, which 

specifically bind to their cognate LuxR-type receptors LasR and RhlR (33). In addition, 

P. aeruginosa possesses an orphan LuxR-type regulator, QscR, which binds 3OC12-HSL 

(24).  The three regulators activate overlapping regulons, in total over 300 hundred genes 

(33). 

The QS systems of P. aeruginosa are arranged in a hierarchy, with the LasRI 

system at the top (22) (Figure 2). Many virulence factors are regulated by QS, including 

proteases such as LasA and LasB, which break down host tissue (14, 41), and proteases   

                     

                             

Figure 2. The acyl-HSL mediated QS systems of P. aeruginosa and their interactions. 
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proteases such as LasA and LasB, which break down host tissue (14, 41), and 

rhamnolipids, which damage the host’s bronchial epithelium and aid in invasion of  

respiratory epithelial cells (1). P. aeruginosa infects immunocompromised individuals, 

including burn wound, cystic fibrosis, and intubated patients.                

Social Evolution 

Evolution by natural selection is defined as the change in allele frequency over 

time, through selection on alleles that increase the chance of survival and reproduction.  

Cooperation in P. aeruginosa and other bacteria leads to the sharing of public goods, 

which is costly to the individual (13). Because cooperation requires sacrifice it seems to 

run counter to natural selection, but it can be explained through direct and indirect fitness 

benefits (46). Direct fitness benefits lead to positive selection on genes that allow 

cooperative behavior and are seen in Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which acts cooperatively 

to communicate and coordinate the production of secreted virulence factors (23). These 

virulence factors aid in acute infection of the host, and though they are costly to produce 

the direct fitness benefit to the individual outweighs the cost of cooperation (46). An 

example of indirect fitness benefits is kin selection, which occurs in bacteria when 

limited dispersal results in a near clonal population (38, 46). When the actor and recipient 

are closely related they carry many of the same genes. In this case, the actor’s genes will 

be passed to the next generation indirectly through the recipient (16). For example, cells 

of the fruiting bacterium Myxococcus xanthus behave cooperatively during sporulation 

(36) to form a stalk and fruiting body. Only bacteria in the fruiting body will sporulate 
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and survive (50), but if the population is clonal the genes of bacteria who do not sporulate 

will be passed on by those that do.  

 Although cooperation is often essential, it is prone to exploitation, which can 

come in many forms. In M. xanthus it occurs through sporulation-deficient mutants. By 

themselves, the mutants are incapable of forming spores, but when mixed with a spore-

forming population they out-compete the wild-type spore-formers (11). The “short-

sightedness” of natural selection is apparent in the case of the M. xanthus sporulation-

deficient mutants. While their behavior is advantageous in the short-term, over several 

generations the mutants ran out of wild-type cells to support them (11). Just before 

extinction a second-site mutation occurs that restores the mutant’s ability to sporulate. 

Interestingly, the double mutant did not save the population, only itself; competition 

assays showed that it could out-compete both the wild-type and the sporulation-deficient 

mutant (11). Given the fitness benefit of the second-site mutation one might expect to 

find this mutant in naturally occurring populations. A preliminary screening, however, 

suggests that this is not the case (Greg Velicer, personal communication). Therefore this 

phenotype only appears to threive under specific laboratory conditions. 

A similar observation has been made in P. aeruginosa, where lasR mutants arise 

both in vitro under conditions requiring QS (5, 32), in vivo in a mouse burn model (31), 

and in vivo in the lungs of cystic fibrosis patients  (21). Because QS is critical to 

establishing infection (21, 28, 40), lasR mutants may arise because of, rather than despite, 

the importance of QS. As evidence of this it has been found that lasR mutants are 

cheaters that take advantage of public goods (5, 32); they impose a burden on the wild-
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type population (5, 32), and compromise the population’s ability to efficiently infect a 

host (21, 30). 

Similar to the M. xanthus cheaters, the P. aeruginosa lasR mutants are not an 

evolutionary dead end. Previously, a wild-type strain was grown in media that requires 

QS-controlled proteases to break down casein into amino acids. At regular intervals, the 

culture was inoculated into fresh media. Aliquots were taken to determine the QS-

proficiency, namely growth on adenosine as the sole C-source and skim-milk proteolysis, 

of individual isolates. We first observed enrichment of the cheater phenotype which was 

deficient both QS-controlled traits (Figure 3). We later observed enrichment of lasR 

mutants that were adenosine- but protease proficient (Figure 3). Upon further analysis we 

found that these lasR mutants produced select public goods, including LasA, LasB, and 

acyl-HSLs (32, 48), and were deficient in pyocyanin production. Because of their 

apparent return to cooperative behavior, we named the evolved strain “cheater-turned-  
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Figure 3. Frequencies of behaviors during in vitro evolution in QS media. Wild-type 
is Nuh+ and protease+, cheaters contain mutations in lasR and are Nuh- and protease-, 
and CTCs contain a mutation in lasR but are Nuh- and protease+. 
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cooperator” (CTC). The CTCs habor a mutation in lasR, so we predicted that a second 

site mutation is the likely cause of the phenotype. There are many possibilities for the  

mechanism by which cooperation is restored. In M. xanthus cooperation was restored by 

a mutation in a regulatory RNA (51). Mutations disabling or changing the function of 

regulatory genes in P. aeruginosa is one possible mechanism. Another is the 

diversification of QS components through consecutive interacting mutations in lasR and 

lasI. Mathematical modeling has predicted that the divergence seen in LuxIR homologs is 

driven by social conflict through alternating generations of cheaters and cooperators (8). 

Cheaters arise through a mutation in lasR, and cooperators evolve by a complementary 

mutation in lasI (8).  

Introduction to Research 

The objective of this research project was to identify the mutation underlying the 

CTC phenotype in P. aeruginosa. We sequenced the genome of the in vitro-evolved P. 

aeruginosa CTC PAO-JH1 (Table 1) and its direct wild-type ancestor. We complemented 

this approach with genetic analysis, phage transduction and transposon mutagenesis to 

identify the mutations involved in the phenotype.  

Sequencing identified two unique mutations in the CTC strain PAO-JH1. 

Transposon mutagenesis identified one gene that when disrupted causes a CTC-like 

phenotype, however, this gene was not mutated in the sequenced CTC strain. Defined 

mutants were made with different combinations of the evolved mutations found in PAO-

JH1, and it was found that a single mutation in lasR confers the phenotype of interest. 

Analysis of the mutation in lasR in PAO-JH1 and other CTCs revealed changes to the 
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DNA binding site. This suggests that a change in binding specificity mediates the 

phenotype of interest, and that the mutant is more appropriately designated a 

“streamlined” rather than a “re-evolved” cooperator. 
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Materials and Methods 

Strains and growth conditions 

Table 1 contains information on strains and Table 2 describes plasmids used. The 

protocol for standard growth conditions entails inoculation of a single colony into Lennox 

Luria-Bertani (LB) broth and incubation for 16 hours at 37°C, shaking at 220 rotations 

per minute (rpm). When Pseudomonas strains contained antibiotic resistance cassettes or 

plasmids the following concentrations of the appropriate antibiotic were used: 

gentamicin, 100 µg/ml, tetracycline, 100 µg/ml, trimethoprim, 100 µg/ml, and nalidixic 

acid, 20µg/ml. When growing Escherichia coli strains with antibiotics, the following 

concentrations were used: gentamicin, 10 µg/ml, tetracycline, 10 µg/ml, and ampicillin, 

10 µg/ml. Adjusted nutrient broth (ANB) is a rich medium made from 24 g/l nutrient 

broth (RPI), 5 g/l NaCl, and 5 g/l yeast extract (RPI). 

PCR and standard sequencing 

PCR amplification of genomic DNA followed by Sanger sequencing was used for 

confirming mutations and allelic exchange. A standard PCR reaction included the 

following components: 5 μl of 10x buffer 3 (Roche), 2.5 μl of 10mM dNTPs, 1 μl of 15 

µM forward primer, 1 μl of 15 µM reverse primer, 500 ng chromosomal DNA, 0.7 μl 

(3.5U) of Expand Long Template (ELT) polymerase (Roche), and sterile water to 50 μl. 

Occasionally, Pfx polymerase (Invitrogen) was used instead of ELT polymerase. In this 

case, the reaction consisted of 33.1 μl sterile water, 5.0 μl of Pfx buffer, 5.0 μl of Pfx 

enhancer, 1.0 μl of 50 mM MgSO4, 1.0 μl of 15 µM forward primer, 1.0 μl of 15 uM  
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Table 1. Bacterial strains used in this study 
Strain  Relevant property Source 
P. aeruginosa   

PAO1 Wild-type (18) 
PAO-JH1 CTC evolved from PAO1, containing mutated alleles 

lasR5, psdR1, and abcB1 (PA2408). 
(32) 

PAO-JH2 Cheater evolved from PAO1, containing mutated alleles 
lasR2 and psdR1. 

(32) 

PAO-JH3 Cheater evolved from PAO1, containing mutated alleles 
lasR5, and psdR1. 

(32) 

PAO-JH4 CTC evolved from PAO1, taken from day 12, well C1, 
containing mutated alleles lasR3 and psdR2. 

(48) 

PAO-JH5 CTC evolved from PAO1, taken from day 12, well C10, 
containing mutated alleles lasR3 and psdR2. 

(48) 

PAO-JH6 CTC evolved from PAO1, taken from day 16, well C8, 
containing mutated alleles lasR4 and psdR3. 

(48) 

PAO-JH7 CTC evolved from PAO1, taken from day 16, well F8, 
containing mutated alleles lasR and psdR. 

(48) 

PAO-JH8 Defined cheater with an in-frame deletion in lasR 
(ΔlasR) made from PAO1. 

(49) 

PAO-JH8.1  ΔlasR  mutant carrying the psdR1 allele in a defined 
wild-type background. 

This study 

PAO-JH8.2  ΔlasR  mutant carrying the psdR1 and abcB1 alleles in 
a defined wild-type background. 

This study 

PAO-JH9.1 Triple mutant carrying the lasR5, psdR2, and abcB1 
alleles in a defined wild-type background. 

This study 

PAO-JH9.2 Double mutant carrying the lasR5 and abcB1 alleles in a 
defined wild-type background. 

This study 

PAO-JH9.3 Double mutant carrying the lasR5 and psdR1 alleles in a 
defined wild-type background. 

This study 

PAO-JH9.4 Single mutant carrying the lasR5 allele in a defined 
wild-type background. 

This study 

Escherichia coli   
SM10 thi thr leu tonA lacY supE recA::RP4-2-Tc::Mu Km λpir (37) 

DH5α F- Φ80lacZYA-argF U169 recA1 hsdR17 (rk-, mk+)  
phoA supE44 λ- thi-1 gyrA96 relA1 

Invitrogen 
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reverse primer, 1.5 μl 10 mM dNTPs, 500 ng DNA, 4 µl (1U) of Pfx polymerase, and 

sterile water to 50 μl. The standard PCR program is 95°C for 2 minutes; 30 cycles of 

95°C for 30 seconds, 60°C for 40 seconds, and 68°C for 1 minute/kb. Finally the reaction 

is incubated for 10 minutes at 68°C, and is held at 4°C. 

Sanger sequencing was performed on both PCR products and plasmids. An 

appropriate amount of DNA (as outlined by the Center for Genome Research and 

Biocomputing’s instructions) was diluted in sterile water, with 12 pmol/μl of primer. 

Water was added for a total volume of 12 μl. Samples were submitted for sequencing to 

the Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing (CGRB). Numerous genes were 

Table 2. Plasmids used in this study 
Plasmids Relevant property Source 
pJN105 Broad host-range vector containing an arabinose-

inducible promoter, GmR 
(15) 

pUT-miniTn5-TetR Suicide vector in Pseudomonads to deliver mini-Tn5-
TetR, a transposon which inserts randomly 

(4) 

pUC18T-mini-
Tn7T-Tp 

Inserts a miniTn7-TpR into glmS (2) 

pTNS2 Helper plasmid for pUC18T-mini-Tn7-Tp (2) 

pJHpsdR+ pJN105 containing wild-type psdR  This study 
pJHbinA+ pJN105 containing wild-type PA2408 This study 
pEX18Gm Conjugative suicide plasmid containing sacB as a 

counterselectable marker, GmR. 
(17) 

pJHpsdR1 pEX18Gm containing the evolved PAO-JH1 psdR allele  This study 

pJHabcB1 pEX18Gm containing the evolved PAO lasR5 PA2408 
allele  

This study 

pJHlasR5 pEX18Gm containing the mutated PAO lasR5 lasR allele  This study 
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amplified and sequenced, Appendix A contains all primers used and the regions they 

amplify.  

Next-generation genomic sequencing and analysis 

The P. aeruginosa PAO1 lab strain and the cheater-turned-cooperator (CTC) 

PAO-JH1 were sequenced on the Illumina GS and Roche 454 titanium platforms. For 

each strain, an isolated colony was picked from an LB plate and inoculated into LB broth. 

The cultures were incubated for 16 hours as outlined previously, and their DNA was 

harvested with the Qiagen Puregene Yeast/Bact Kit B DNA isolation kit (Gram negative 

bacteria protocol). Absorbance at 260, 230, and 280nm was measured to confirm purity 

and quality of the DNA to be sequenced. 

Illumina reads were reference-assembled using the program MAQ 

(http://maq.sourceforge.net/), and 454 reads were reference assembled with the Newbler 

program (Roche).  Both Newbler and MAQ provide a file that lists the differences 

between the assembled and reference strain (39). These differences could be due to error 

in sequencing and assembly, or could be actual mutations unique to PAO-JH1. To 

differentiate between these two possibilities, the region surrounding the putative mutation 

was PCR-amplified and sequenced by di-deoxy sequencing. All primers used are listed in 

Table 3. Additionally, for each strain, the raw reads from both 454 and Illumina were 

combined and aligned using Mosaik (http://bioinformatics.bc.edu/marthlab/Mosaik). 

Mosaik can take multiple read formats as input and reference assemble them. It is able to 

track the quality scores of the reads for better SNP and Indel calling. SAMtools (25) 

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and insertion/deletion (indel) calling was used to 
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generate a list of mutations from the Mosaik alignment. Putative mutations were 

confirmed in the same manner as above.  

Complementation of confirmed mutations 

Wild-type copies of abcB (PA2408) and psdR (PA4499) were each cloned into 

pJN105 (27), a broad-host-range plasmid with an arabinose-inducible promoter, using 

primers described in Appendix A. After ligation with either gene, the vector was 

transformed into Escherichia coli DH5α Max efficiency cells (Invitrogen), using 

gentamicin for selection. The insert was sequenced to confirm proper construction. 

Plasmids were transformed into PAO-JH1 (3) and phenotypic tests were performed. 

Construction of defined mutants 

Mutations confirmed to be unique to PAO-JH1 were transferred to PAO1 and 

PAO-JH8 (a defined cheater) by allelic exchange using a suicide vector. First, we PCR-

amplified 2,000 bp surrounding the mutation using PAO-JH1 as the template DNA, using 

primers del-lasR-1 and del-lasR4 for lasR, psdR_lasR5_KO_F/R for psdR, and 

PA2408_NKO_F4/R4 for PA2408. Primer sequences are listed in Appendix A. The PCR 

fragment was cloned into pEX18Gm (17), resulting in plasmids pJHlasR5, pJHpsdR1, 

and pJHabcB1. The plasmids were transformed into E. coli DH5α Max Efficiency cells 

(Invitrogen). The purified plasmid was introduced into chemically competent E. coli 

SM10, a strain capable of conjugation. Double crossover of the mutant allele was 

achieved by selection for plasmid-encoded gentamicin resistance and counterselection 

against sucrose-sensitivity, encoded by sacB. The procedure was done as previously 

established (35), with the following exceptions: Prior to conjugation, P. aeruginosa 
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strains were grown at 42°C with no shaking, while SM10 cells containing the respective 

plasmid were grown at 30°C with shaking. Selection for plasmid integration in P. 

aeruginosa strains was on LB plates containing gentamicin. Counter selection was with 

LB plates containing 5% sucrose.  

Phenotypic assays  

Controls for complementation consisted of empty vector transformed into PAO1, 

PAO-JH1 , and PAO-JH8. Transformants were screened for protease production on 5% 

skim milk agar plates containing ¼ strength LB (32), hereafter called skim milk plates, 

that contained 50 mM arabinose. Defined mutants were screened for protease production 

on skim milk plates. 

Culturing and screening to observe epigenetic phenomena  

PAO-JH1 was grown for 12 hours in LB buffered with 50 mM MOPS pH 7, and 

then subcultured to an OD of 0.01 for three additional 12-h cycles. At the time of each 

subculturing, an aliquot was diluted and plated on LB agar. Fifty colonies from each time 

point were patched on a skim milk plate alongside controls and proteolysis was observed. 

Random mutagenesis  

The recipient strains PAO1 and the cheater PAO-JH8.2 were randomly 

mutagenized by conjugal transfer of the miniTn5-TetR transposon contained in pUT-

miniTn5-TetR (4). The E. coli SM10 donor strain was cultured in Heart Infusion (HI) 

broth (Becton, Dickinson, and Co.) with gentamicin, shaking at 220 rpm. The recipient 

strains were cultured in HI broth at 42°C with no shaking. Incubation in HI broth rather 

than LB increased conjugation efficiency. After incubation, a 1:1 ratio based on optical 
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density of donor and recipient was centrifuged for 30 seconds at 16,000 x g and washed 

in 1 ml of 1X M9 salts. The pellets were resuspended in 25 µl of HI broth and spotted 

onto an LB plate. The conjugation spots were incubated overnight at room temperature, 

and then resuspended in 1 ml of HI broth. One hundred µl of the resuspended conjugation 

were plated on Pseudomonas isolation agar (PIA) containing tetracycline. In order to 

generate mutant pools for phage transduction, 48 colonies from a single SM10/PAO1 

conjugation were pooled and grown in ANB broth until late exponential phase. PAO-

JH8.2 conjugants were patched on LB plates containing tetracycline and replica-plated 

onto skim milk plates to test for protease production. Protease-producing PAO-JH8.2 

isolates were assumed to have a transposon insertion in a gene involved in the CTC 

phenotype. 

Phage transduction 

The protocol for pooling and screening of the transductants was followed as 

published (12). Briefly, 24 pools of 48 PAO1 Tn5 transposon mutants were made, and 

phage E79tv-2 (26) was used to infect each pool at late exponential phase with a 

saturating ratio of phage to bacterium, which is also called multiplicity of infection 

(MOI). The phage from each infection were purified and used to infect PAO-JH1 at an 

MOI of 1/10. Transductants were selected using ANB plates containing tetracycline, 

patched on LB plates containing tetracycline, and screened on skim milk plates incubated 

at room temperature. If the wild-type copy of a gene of interest recombined into the 

genome after infection, then protease production would be prevented. The DNA of those 
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transductants that exhibited the cheater phenotype was extracted and the transposon 

insertion located with RATE PCR. 

Rapid Amplification of Transposon Ends (RATE) PCR and arbitrary PCR to locate 
randomly inserted transposons  
 

RATE uses a single transposon-specific primer to PCR-amplify the region around 

the transposon.  A protocol by Karlyshev et al (19) was adapted to our needs. We made 

the following modification to the standard PCR reaction described above:  The only 

modification in reagents was the addition of 2 μL of 15 µM Tn5-Tet Forward Primer or 

15 µM Tn5-Tet Reverse Primer (Appendix A). The RATE PCR program is as follows: 

Denaturation at 95°C for 5 minutes, then 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 

seconds, 68°C for 3 minutes. Thirty cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 30°C for 30 seconds, 

68°C for 2 minutes.  Finally, 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds, 

68°C for 2 minutes. Five µl of the product was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis. 

The RATE PCR product was purified using the Qiagen PCR purification kit, and then 

submitted for sequencing with the nested primer Tn5-Tet Nested Forward Primer or Tn5-

Tet Nested Reverse Primer (Appendix A). Arbitrary PCR was performed as outlined 

previously in two rounds. In the first round primers Arb6 and either Tn5-tet-F or Tn5-tet-

R were used, in the second round Arb6 and either Tn5-tet-F or Tn5-tet-R were used. 
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Results 

Experimental Rationale 

 We designed our experiments to test the hypothesis that a second site mutation 

causes the CTC phenotype for the following reasons. First, re-evolved cooperation in M. 

xanthus takes place through a second-site mutation. Second, a CTC-like phenotype has 

been observed before in P. aeruginosa, where a lasR deletion mutant had regained 

elastase production upon starvation selection, although the mutation has never been 

identified (44). Third, some cheaters contain a mutation in lasR identical to the mutation 

in the CTC. Finally, our in vitro evolution experiment (Figure 1) seems to indicate that 

the enrichment of the cheater and CTC phenotypes is sequential. We therefore focused 

our search on identifying second-site mutations in the CTC PAO-JH1. 

Identification of mutations by next-generation sequencing and genetic analysis 

To identify the mutation responsible for the CTC phenotype we sequenced the 

genome of the CTC PAO-JH1 and its wild-type ancestor, PAO1. Sequencing was 

performed on both the Illumina and 454 platforms. We used both technologies with the 

goal of complementing the strengths and weaknesses of each sequencing approach. Early 

Illumina technology yielded reads of 36 bp in length, although our reads were further 

trimmed to 30 bp because of sequencing becomes error-prone at the end of each read. 

Roche 454 Titanium reads are much longer, typically 300-500 bp, but runs of 

homopolymers are often miscalled. The Illumina and 454 reads were analyzed using 

MAQ and Newbler, respectively. Raw reads from both platforms were combined and 

aligned in Mosaik. Each program we used assembled the genome by reference to the 
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published PAO1 genome. The programs reported all differences between the aligned 

reads and the reference. We manually screened mutations with a confidence score of -24 

or lower for the Illumina assembly. Newbler and Mosaik do not use scores, so we 

manually screened mutations found in 50% or more of the reads. Putative mutations are 

listed in Table 3. 

Mutations predicted in PAO-JH1 by individual and combined analysis were 

confirmed by PCR and dideoxy sequencing of each locus (Table 3). The 18 bp deletion in 

psdR and the TC single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in PA2408 were unique to 

PAO-JH1 compared with the PAO1 ancestor strain. These two mutations were found in 

the Illumina, 454, and combined data sets. All other mutations were either false-positives 

or were shared with the PAO1 ancestor. The psdR gene encodes a transcriptional 

repressor (20), while PA2408 encodes a putative ATP-binding domain of an ABC 

transporter. PA2408 was named abcB and will be referred to as such throughout the 

manuscript. 

To assess whether confirmed mutations were involved in the CTC phenotype we 

performed complementation analysis. A plasmid expressing wild-type copies of psdR or 

abcB under the control of an arabinose-inducible promoter was introduced into PAO-

JH1. We determined the QS phenotype of the transformants by examining their 

proteolysis patterns on skim milk plates. Figure 4 shows that PAO-JH1 ceases to produce 

proteases when complemented with psdR, but continues to produce proteases when 

complemented with abcB. Because psdR showed complementation by reverting PAO-

JH1 to the cheater phenotype we reasoned that it was involved in the CTC phenotype.  



 

  

 

Table 3. Location and confirmation of putative mutations. 
Gene (Name) Function Mutation1 Method found2 Confirmation3 Unique4? 
PA1430 (lasR) luxR  type transcriptional regulator C→T (682) I, 454, C Yes No 
PA4499 (psdR) Putative transcriptional regulator Δ18 bp (513) I, 454, C Yes Yes 
PA2408  
 

probable ATP-binding component of 
ABC transporter 

T→C (336) I, 454, C  Yes 
 

Yes 

PA2727 Hypothetical protein C→A (2926) I False + No 
PA3317 Outer membrane lipoprotein A→C (577) I False + No 

PA3749 Putative major facilitator family 
transporter C→A (460) I False + No 

PA4606 Carbon starvation protein A→C (862) I False + No 

PA5425 (purK) Phosphoribosylaminoimidazole 
carboxylase G→T (208) I False + No 

PA1765  Hypothetical protein C→A (872) I False + No 
PA2278 (arsB) Arsenical pump membrane protein T→G (721) I False + No 
PA2976 (rne) Ribonuclease E C→A (2184) I False + No 
PA2875 Conserved hypothetical protein A→C (23) I False + No 
PA1486 Putative D-aminopeptidase T→G (475) I False + No 
PA5024 Conserved hypothetical protein CGG Insertion C Yes No 
PA3760 (ptsA) Phosphoenolpyruvate-protein kinase A→G (409) C Yes No 
Intergenic5 N/A T→G (168) C Yes No 
PA5100 (hutU) Urocanase G→C (1291) C Yes No 
1An arrow indicates a single nucleotide polymorphism, followed by its location in the gene relative to the start site.  
2I, 454, and C indicate Illumina, 454 Roche, and combined data sets, respectively.  
3Confirmed by PCR and dideoxy sequencing of the locus. A false positive is a putative mutation generated by sequencing 
error. 
4Mutation unique to PAO-JH1. 
5Genomic location: 721725. 
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We took two approaches to determine how genes and mutations are involved in the CTC 

phenotype. The first approach was the construction of defined mutants. If psdR is the 

cause of the CTC phenotype, mutating it in a defined cheater should recreate the CTC 

phenotype. The second approach was sequencing of the respective loci in CTCs from 

separate replicates of the in vitro evolution experiment and in cheaters from the same 

replicate as PAO-JH1. We reasoned that the locus responsible for the CTC phenotype 

would also be mutated in other CTCs from separate experiments, whereas “tag-along” 

mutations would not be found. Additionally, we reasoned that cheaters would not have 

mutations in these alleles. In mutant construction the in vitro-evolved psdR1 allele from 

PAO-JH1 was recombined into PAO-JH8 , and protease production was evaluated on 

skim milk plates (Figure 5) . Unexpectedly, the presence of the psdR mutation was not 

sufficient to restore protease production and generate the CTC phenotype. In addition, 

sequencing of the psdR locus showed that all CTCs had mutations in psdR but a cheater 

did as well (Table 4). Knowing that the psdR1 mutation alone could not be the cause of 

the phenotype, we constructed a defined triple mutant with evolved psdR and abcB1 

alleles in the PAO-JH8 background. This triple mutant also failed to produce proteases 

(Figure 5), and sequencing of abcB in cheaters and CTCs revealed no correlation between 

mutation and phenotype (Table 4).  

 

 

 

WT PAO-JH8 PAO-JH1 PAO-JH1/ 
psdR+ 

Figure 4. Complementation of mutations in P. aeruginosa. WT, PAO-JH1, and PAO-
JH8 contain empty vector. Gene+ indicates a wild-type copy of the gene in plasmid 
pJN105. 

PAO-JH1/ 
PA2408+ 
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Epigenetics  

Because we could not explain the CTC phenotype with the two mutations we had 

identified, we reasoned that the underlying mechanism might be epigenetic. One easily 

tested epigenetic mechanism is bistability, where an isogenic population of bacteria 

displays two distinct phenotypes. Bistability occurs through positive autoregulation of a 

regulator. The regulator is strongly induced when it reaches a threshold concentration 

caused by either unequal partitioning in dividing cells or activation by an outside signal 

(6). When only part of a clonal population is induced, two separate expression patterns 

are seen. P. aeruginosa contains a regulator named BexR which mediates bistability (42). 

In that study it was found that after splitting the two phenotypic populations, P. 

aeruginosa would keep a single distinct phenotype for thirty generations before 

becoming bistable (42). To determine if bistability causes the CTC phenotype, we 

cultured PAO-JH1in nonselective medium for 45 generations, subculturing every 12 

hours. Culture aliquots were taken at the same intervals and 50 isolated colonies tested 

for skim milk proteolysis. One hundred percent (200/200) of the PAO-JH1 colonies 

remained protease positive. This suggested that the underlying mechanism is not 

epigenetic but that there is indeed a genetic basis for the CTC phenotype.  

 

                 

 

PAO1 PAO-JH8 PAO-JH8.1 PAO-JH8.2 PAO-JH1 

Figure 5. Protease production by various QS mutants and their wild-type parent.  



 

  

 

Table 4. Summary of mutations in in vitro-evolved P. aeruginosa isolates.  

 
Strain1 (Phenotype) 

Replicate 
(Day)2 

 lasR   psdR   PA2408  

   Allele, mutation3 
 
Effect 

 
Allele, mutation4 

 
Effect5 

 
Allele, Mutation6 

 
Effect7 

PAO-JH1 (CTC) 1 (12) lasR5, T  C (683) A  V psdR1, Δ(577-608) Truncation abcB1, T C (336) F  L 
PAO-JH2 (Cheater) 1 (12) lasR2, A  G (541) E  K psdR1, Δ(577-608) Truncation - - 
PAO-JH3 (Cheater) 4 (20) lasR5, T  C (683) A  V psdR1, Δ(577-608) Truncation - - 
PAO-JH4 (CTC) 2 (12) lasR3, A  T (605) N  I psdR2, Δ(146-149) OF No mutation NC 
PAO-JH5 (CTC) 2 (12) lasR3, A  T (605) N  I psdR2, Δ(146-149) OF No mutation NC 
PAO-JH6 (CTC) 3 (16) lasR4, A  G (634) M  V psdR3, Δ(161-422) OF No mutation NC 
PAO-JH7 (CTC) 3 (16) lasR4, A  G (634) M  V psdR3, Δ(161-422) OF - - 

1Strain sources: PAO-JH1, PAO-JH2, and PAO-JH3 from Sandoz et al (32), all others from Wilder et al (48). 
2The day the sample was taken is in parenthesis.  

  3The location of the mutation in relation to the start codon is in parenthesis. 
  4A “Δ” indicates a deletion of the bases in parenthesis, relative to the start codon. 
  5OF indicates an out of frame product. 
  6A dash indicates sequencing was not performed or failed. 
  7NC indicates no change in the protein sequence. 

21 
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Traditional methods for mutation identification 

The possibility existed that we failed to identify the mutation(s) responsible for 

the CTC phenotype with high-throughput sequencing. Some areas were poorly covered, 

and variability in read coverage was high. We therefore utilized phage transduction as an 

alternative approach. Phage transduction uses phage to transfer DNA from one strain to 

another. By mutagenizing the donor strain with a selectable marker we are able to select 

for recombination of donor DNA into the recipient strain. These transductants are then 

screened for a change in phenotype, which would indicate they had received DNA 

involved in the CTC phenotype. By mapping the selectable marker the approximate 

location of the mutation can be identified. 

We mutagenized the P. aeruginosa PAO1 wild-type strain by random Tn5 

transposon insertion and subsequently infected with phage E79tv-2 to transduce wild-

type DNA from PAO1 into PAO-JH1. Our reasoning was that if multiple mutations are 

involved in the CTC phenotype, restoration of a wild-type copy of any of them by 

transduction would turn the CTC lasR5 back into a cheater. After transduction we 

selected for bacteria that had received both the transposon and gene of interest using 

antibiotics and phenotypic screening on skim milk plates. Out of 207 transductants 

screened (30 per pool for 7 pools), one protease-negative PAO-JH1 transductant was 

isolated. Arbitrary PCR (29) and random amplification of transposon ends (RATE) PCR 

(19) were used to locate the transposon insertion. RATE PCR uses a single primer 

specific to the transposon with stringent and non-stringent annealing temperatures to 

amplify the region around the transposon end.  We were unable to locate the insertion of 

the transposon with these methods. 
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Random Tn5 transposon mutagenesis in the PAO-JH8.2 background, a defined 

lasR deletion mutant carrying the psdR1 and abcB1 alleles, and direct phenotypic 

screening was also employed to search for the unidentified mutation responsible for the 

CTC phenotype. The strain PAO-JH8.2 was chosen because of the potential for 

interaction between mutations. We screened over 10,000 mutants for gain of protease-

production on skim milk plates and identified one protease-positive transposon mutant 

(Figure 6). However, this mutant also displayed several other phenotypes (severe growth 

defect, aggregation during growth in liquid culture) distinct from those of the CTC PAO-

JH1.  We therefore believe that the mutation identified by mutagenesis is distinct from 

that responsible for the CTC phenotype in PAO-JH1. The transposon location was 

mapped by sequencing the product of RATE PCR. The insertion was in gene PA4968, a 

conserved hypothetical protein. No mutation in the gene was found in the PAO-JH1 

genomic sequencing data, suggesting that a mutation in PA4968 could be an alternative 

way for the restoration of proteases in a lasR mutant background. 

Allelic specificity 

We finally explored the possibility that the mutation responsible for the CTC phenotype 

is caused by a specific mutation in lasR that cannot be reproduced by a loss-of-function 

deletion mutation. The evolved lasR5 allele by itself, or in combination with psdR1,  

 

              

 
Figure 6. Protease production restored to a slow growing transposon (Tn5) mutant. 
Although its halo is small, it produces a larger halo than the cheater in relation to 
growth. 

PAO1 PAO-JH8 PAO-JH1 
PAO-JH8.2 

PA4968::Tn5 
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abcB1, or both, might be necessary. To further investigate whether allelic specificity 

could be the cause of the phenotype we constructed a the defined triple mutant PAO-

JH9.1 with the evolved mutations from PAO-JH1 in psdR, lasR, and binA. Surprisingly, 

the defined evolved triple mutant exhibited protease production (Figure 7), indicating that 

the lasR5 allele is essential to the phenotype. To determine if all three mutations or only a 

subset were necessary for the CTC phenotype, we constructed PAO-JH9.2 which 

contains the evolved lasR5and abcB1 alleles, PAO-JH9.3 which contains the evolved 

lasR5 and psdR1 alleles, and PAO-JH9.4 which contains the lasR5 allele. Each of these 

mutants retained protease production (Figure 8), indicating that the “CTC” phenotype is 

caused solely by the evolved lasR5 allele of PAO-JH1. 

 

             

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

PAO1 PAO-JH8 PAO-JH1 PAO-JH9.2 

Figure 8. Protease production restored in all P. aeruginosa strains carrying an evolved 
lasR allele. 

PAO-JH9.3 PAO-JH9.4 

PAO1 PAO-JH8 PAO-JH1 PAO-JH9.1 

Figure 7. Protease production restored in a defined triple mutant carrying the three PAO 
lasR5 alleles. 
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Discussion 

To understand the basis of the CTC phenotype we employed whole-genome 

sequencing and traditional mutagenesis approaches to search for second-site mutations. 

Sequencing identified two mutations unique to the CTC PAO-JH1, a deletion in psdR and 

a SNP in PA2408 (Table 3). With the goal of constructing a defined CTC we transferred 

the mutated PAO-JH1 alleles into a defined lasR deletion background, but observed no 

change in phenotype (Figure 4). However, when the evolved lasR mutation from PAO-

JH1 was transferred, by itself or in addition to the other two, the CTC phenotype was 

observed (Figures 7 and 8).  

These results challenge the categorization of PAO-JH1 as a “cheater-turned-

cooperator” because a single mutation is responsible for the observed phenotype. All 

protease-producing lasR mutants contain mutations in or shortly after the DNA binding 

domain of lasR. An alignment of the LasR protein sequence with that of Agrobacterium 

tumefaciens TraR, a LuxR-homolog whose crystal structure is available (47)(52), shows 

that the mutated residues in LasR are adjacent to the specific residues shown to directly 

bind DNA in TraR (45, 52)(Figure 9). The location of the mutations in the protease-

producing lasR mutants suggest a change in the DNA-binding specificity of the resulting 

protein. This could in fact be the cause of the differential regulation of nucleoside 

hydrolase (Nuh), 3OC12-HSL, and exoprotease expression, three lasR-controlled QS 

products. PAO-JH1 is Nuh-negative, but produces 3OC12-HSL and skim-milk proteases 

at wild-type levels (32). This suggests that the lasR5 allele in PAO-JH1 provides a fitness 

advantage for growth in casein medium, allowing it to restrict regulation to only the



 

  

 

PAO1_LasR       -MALVDGFLELERSSG-KLEWSAILQKMASDLGFSKILFGLLPKDSQDYENAFIVGNYPA 
PAO-JH6_LasR    -MALVDGFLELERSSG-KLEWSAILQKMASDLGFSKILFGLLPKDSQDYENAFIVGNYPA 
PAO-JH4_LasR    -MALVDGFLELERSSG-KLEWSAILQKMASDLGFSKILFGLLPKDSQDYENAFIVGNYPA 
PAO-JH1_LasR    -MALVDGFLELERSSG-KLEWSAILQKMASDLGFSKILFGLLPKDSQDYENAFIVGNYPA 
TraR            MQHWLDKLTDLAAIEGDECILKTGLADIADHFGFTGYAYLHIQHR-----HITAVTNYHR 
                     *    *    *        *   *   **                    * **   
 
PAO1_LasR       AWREHYDRAGYARVDPTVSHCTQSVLPIFWEPSIYQ---TRKQHEFFEEASAAGLVYGLT 
PAO-JH6_LasR    AWREHYDRAGYARVDPTVSHCTQSVLPIFWEPSIYQ---TRKQHEFFEEASAAGLVYGLT 
PAO-JH4_LasR    AWREHYDRAGYARVDPTVSHCTQSVLPIFWEPSIYQ---TRKQHEFFEEASAAGLVYGLT 
PAO-JH1_LasR    AWREHYDRAGYARVDPTVSHCTQSVLPIFWEPSIYQ---TRKQHEFFEEASAAGLVYGLT 
TraR            QWQSTYFDKKFEALDPVVKRARSRKHIFTWSGEHERPTLSKDERAFYDHASDFGIRSGIT 
                 *  *        ** *           *               *   **  *   * * 
 
PAO1_LasR       MPLHGARGELGALSLSVEAENRAEANRFMESVLPTLWMLKDYALQSGAGLAFEHPVSKPV 
PAO-JH6_LasR    MPLHGARGELGALSLSVEAENRAEANRFMESVLPTLWMLKDYALQSGAGLAFEHPVSKPV 
PAO-JH4_LasR    MPLHGARGELGALSLSVEAENRAEANRFMESVLPTLWMLKDYALQSGAGLAFEHPVSKPV 
PAO-JH1_LasR    MPLHGARGELGALSLSVEAENRAEANRFMESVLPTLWMLKDYALQSGAGLAFEHPVSKPV 
TraR            IPIKTANGFMSMFTMASDKP-VIDLDREIDAVAAAATIGQIHARIS--FLRTTPTAEDAA 
                 *   * *                  *    *          *  *   *     
 
PAO1_LasR       VLTSREKEVLQWCAIGKTSWEISVICNCSEANVNFHMGNIRRKFGVTSRRVAAIMAVNLG 
PAO-JH6_LasR    VLTSREKEVLQWCAIGKTSWEISVICNCSEANVNFHVGNIRRKFGVTSRRVAAIMAVNLG 
PAO-JH4_LasR    VLTSREKEVLQWCAIGKTSWEISVICICSEANVNFHMGNIRRKFGVTSRRVAAIMAVNLG 
PAO-JH1_LasR    VLTSREKEVLQWCAIGKTSWEISVICNCSEANVNFHMGNIRRKFGVTSRRVAVIMAVNLG 
TraR            WLDPKEATYLRWIAVGKTMEEIADVEGVKYNSVRVKLREAMKRFDVRSKAHLTALAIRRK
 

                 *   *   * * * ***  **          *          * * *       *   
Figure 9. An alignment of various LasR alleles and TraR. A star indicates a conserved residue, light shading 
indicates the mutated sites in various streamlined cooperators, and dark shading indcates DNA binding sites in 
TraR. All mutations occur in the DNA-binding domain of LasR. 26 
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minimum number of QS products necessary for growth in QS medium. For this reason 

PAO-JH1 and other bacteria which share its phenotype are herein referred to as 

“streamlined cooperators”.  

 Initially, multiple factors argued against allelic specificity in lasR in favor of a 

second-site mutation. A second-site mutation was demonstrated to be the cause of the 

return to cooperation in M. xanthus (11), and was implicated in a lasR deletion mutant 

that had regained elastase production during starvation (44). Additionally, PAO-JH3, a 

cheater, shares the lasR5 allele with PAO-JH1. We initially believed that PAO-JH1 had 

an additional mutation that caused the “CTC” phenotype, but we now hypothesize that 

PAO-JH3 has an additional loss-of-function mutation that turned it into a cheater.  The 

timing of the enrichment of phenotypes in the in vitro evolution experiment suggested a 

CTC rather than a streamlined cooperator. The streamlined cooperators were beginning to 

emerge  after the cheaters were well established (32), which we interpreted as a switch 

from one phenotype to the next. In hindsight, the likelihood of a mutation causing partial 

functionality is predicted to be low, so the extra time it took for PAO-JH1 to arise was 

likely due to the low probability of that specific mutation occurring.   

A model of QS diversification by sequential mutations in lasR and lasI (8) was 

suggested as an explanation for the emergence of our PAO-JH1 streamlined cooperator. 

We observed a streamlining of the QS regulon instead. When psdR was complemented, 

protease production ceased (Figure 4). It is conceivable that psdR was highly 

overexpressed, causing artificial inhibition of mdpA, the protease under its regulation 

(20)(Figure 10). If this were the case, mutations in psdR would be unimportant to the 
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streamlined cooperator phenotype, and therefore not correlated with it. All strains 

sequenced contain mutations in psdR (Table 5), suggesting that mutation in psdR could 

be advantageous to any strain through the derepression of mdpA. This advantage could go 

one step further in the streamlined cooperator, where the mutant LasR protein might have 

aquired the ability to bind to mdpA’s promoter. Previously it has been demonstrated that 

mdpA is under positive regulation by RhlR (34). Its promoter sequence contains a CT-

N13-AG motif, which is very similar to the las-rhl box motif, CT-N12-AG (47). If the 

mutation alters the specificity of lasR5 it is plausible that this promoter could be bound. 

While there is no significant difference between a PAO-JH9.4 mutant, which has the 

lasR5 and psdR1 alleles, and a PAO-JH9.3 mutant, which has only the lasR5 allele, on a 

skim milk plate, this method is not quantitative. It would be worthwhile to quantify 

protease activity with the fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) casien assay, which measures 

florescence when casein and a signal are cleaved (43).  

The apparent re-evolution of QS traits has been discussed as a potential caveat for 

the utility of novel antivirulence strategies that target LasR (44).  However, because 

3OC12-HSL is made at wild-type levels in PAO-JH1 and lasR is mutated in the DNA 

binding domain, it is likely that it still responds to its signal. If this is the case, then  

CT-N13-AG mdpARepressor

LasR PsdR

Protease

 

 

Figure 10. Regulation of the protease mdpA. PsdR is a know repressor of mdpA. The 
mdpA promoter contains a sequence similar to the las-rhl box CT-N12-AG, and we 
hypothesize that the mutant LasRA228V protein is able to bind this promoter. 
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the streamlined cooperator will be sensitive to LasR targeted antivirulence strategies. To  

test this idea a PAO-JH1 lasI signal mutant could be constructed, with the expectation 

that QS and protease production would cease.  

We do not believe that PAO-JH1 would be an effective pathogen, as it has 

significantly reduced its expression of virulence factors. This reduction is beneficial for 

growth in casein medium, which only requires QS-dependent proteases to break casein 

down into amino acids. We would therefore not expect the streamlined cooperator to 

enrich significantly in infections unless it would behave like a modest cheater and invade 

wild-type populations. Its intrinsic fitness would not be as high as that of the wild-type 

because of the loss of virulence factors, and though it could exploit shared goods it would 

not be as efficient as the true cheater. If the streamlined cooperator had evolved to resist 

true cheaters, a competition assay between the two would make this apparent.  
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Conclusion 

PAO-JH1’s ability to streamline its QS regulon makes it an excellent model for 

studying the evolution of transcription factors and their specificity. Other streamlined 

cooperators have different mutations in lasR (Table 5), suggesting that there are multiple 

ways for promoter specificity to change in LasR.  This study has demonstrated the 

importance of phenotypic analysis in addition to whole population genomics. It cannot 

automatically be assumed that a non-synonymous mutation in lasR means deficiency in 

QS. Without phenotypic screening the visibly opposite phenotypes of a cheater and 

streamlined cooperator could be lost in genetic subtleties.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

Table A1. Primers and their properties.  
Primer Name Sequence1 Region amplified2 Source 
Complementation primers    
    PA2408_Forward 5’-NNNNNNGAATTCGCCATCCAGG 

AGTCCGGC-3’ EcoRI 
-20 - +759, PA2408 This study 

    PA2408_Reverse 5’-NNNNNNTCTAGACGTTCATCGA 
CTGGCCTCCG-3’ XbaI 

-20 - +759, PA2408 This study 

    PA4499_gene_F 5’-NNNNNNGAATTCTTCAACAAGA 
GTCTCGGGAATG-3’ EcoRI 

-19-+564, psdR This study 

    PA4499_gene_R 5’-NNNNNNTCTAGATCAGGGCGTC 
GGATGGTCG-3’ XbaI 

-19-+564, psdR This study 

Mutant Construction primers   
    del-lasR-1  5’-NNNNNNGAGCTCACAGACGTCT 

GCGCCTCGG-3’ SacI 
-396- +1456, lasR (48) 

    del-lasR-4 5’-NNNNNNAAGCTTCGCCTCCAGC 
GTACAGTCG-3’ HindIII 

-396- +1456, lasR (48) 

    psdR_lasR5_KO_F 5’-NNNNNNGAGCTCACGCTCGACG 
TGGRGGTGCTC-3’ SacI 

-557-+1478, psdR This study 

    psdR_lasR5_KO_R 5’-NNNNNNTCTAGATCTGGTAGCG 
GCTCAGGATGAAAGGC-3’ XbaI 

-557-+1478, psdR This study 

    PA2408_NKO_F4 5’-NNNNNNGAGCTCCCTACACCCG 
CAACGCCCG-3’ SacI 

-424 -+1556, PA2408 This study 

    PA2408_NKO_R4 5’-NNNNNNTCTAGAGGCAGGTCGA 
ACATGATCGGCAA-3’ XbaI 

-424 -+1556, PA2408 This study 

Arbitrary PCR primers   
    Arb2 5’-GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTAC-3’ - (29) 
    Arb6 5’-GGCCACGCGTCGACTAGTACNNN 

NNNNNNNACGCC-3’ 
- (29) 

Table A1 continued on next page 
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Table A1 continued 
Primer Name Sequence1 Region amplified2 Source 
    Tn5-Tet Forward Primer 5’-TCAAGCGTAGATGCACTAAGCAC 

ATAATGCTCACAGC-3’ 
- This study 

    Tn5-Tet Reverse primer 5’-GTCAAGGATCTGGATTTCGATCA 
CGGCACGATC-3’ 

- This study 

    Tn5-Tet Nested Forward        
    Primer 

5’-AAGCGTGCATAATAAGCCCTAC 
ACAAATTGGGAGATTAT-3’ 

- This study 

    Tn5-Tet Nested Reverse  
    Primer 

5’-AACCGAGAGCTTGGCACCCA-3’ - This study 

Sequencing primers    
    PA1486_forward 5’-GGTGGTGATGGAGACCTT-3’ +371- +528, PA1486 This study 
    PA1486_reverse 5’-CTTGAACTCGTGACAGATCAT-3’ +371- +528, PA1486 This study 
    PA2875_forward 5’-CGGTATCCGTCGGTTCAGC-3’ +970 - +859, PA2875 This study 
    PA2875_reverse 5’-CGACCAGGCGGACCCCAC-3’ +970 - +859, PA2875 This study 
    PA2976_forward 5’-GCGAGGAACGCAGCGAACG-3’ +1552-+1,761, PA2976 This study 
    PA2976_reverse 5’-TCGTCCTGCTCGTCCTGCTC-3’ +1552-+1,761, PA2976 This study 
    PA2727_forward 5’-CAGCGACCCGTCCCAGGAG-3’ +2,850-+3034, PA2727 This study 
    PA2727_reverse 5’-GCTTGTGTACCACTTCCAGG-3’ +2,850-+3034, PA2727 This study 
    PA3317_forward 5’-GAGAGCCTGGTGATCGAGG-3’ +475-+673, PA3317 This study 
    PA3317_reverse 5’-GAAATGCCTGCGGTCCGTC-3’ +475-+673, PA3317 This study 
    PA3749_forward 5’-TACGACAGCATCGGCTACTGG-3’ +343-+580, PA3749 This study 
    PA3749_reverse 5’-ACTCACGGAACTGCTCCTCG-3’ +343-+580, PA3749 This study 
    PA4606_forward 5’-GCGGTCTGGGTGAGTTGCTC-3’ +1111-+1289, PA4606 This study 
    PA4606_reverse 5’-ATGCTGATGGAGTCCTTCGTGG-3’ +1111-+1289, PA4606 This study 
    PA5425_forward 5’-CGACGGCGACCACCTGAGC-3’ +823-+949, PA5425 This study 
    PA5425_reverse 5’-AGCCAGTTCGAGAACCACTTGC-3’ +823-+949, PA5425 This study 
    PA1765_forward 5’-CATGGGCAGGAGCTTCTACG-3’ +792-+989, PA1765 This study 
    PA1765_reverse 5’-ATGAAAGCGTAGCGATACCAGG-3’ +792-+989, PA1765 This study 
    PA2278_forward 5’-GACCTTCGTCGTCGGTGGC-3’ +666-+869, PA2278 This study 37 



 

 

Table A1 continued 
Primer Name Sequence1 Region amplified2 Source 
    PA2278_reverse 5’-TACATGCCCAGCGAGAAGACC-3’ +666-+869, PA2278 This study 
    PA5024_F 5’-TGCTGATGGGCCTGTACATCCTGA-3’ +302-+739, PA5024 This study 
    PA5024_R 5’-TTGTGTTCGCCGCTTATGCCTGT-3’ +302-+739, PA5024 This study 
    PA3760_F 5’-TGCCGGTGGAAGAAAACCCAGCA-3’ +1865-+2174, PA3760 This study 
    PA3760_R 5’-TCGTTGGTGCCGATGGAGAGGAA-3’ +1865-+2174, PA3760 This study 
    Intergenic1_F3 5’-GCGAAGCGCTCCGTAAGGTTTCA-3’ 1467321- 1467775 This study 
    Intergenic1_R 5’-ATCCCGGCCGACTGGAAAGACAA-3’ 1467321- 1467775 This study 
    PA5100_F 5’-ATTCAGCAGGGCATTCAGCAGCG-3’ +1003-+1434, PA5100 This study 
    PA5100_R 5’-GGGGTGGCCAATGCCTTCGATTT-3’ +1003-+1434, PA5100 This study 
    PA4499_forward 5’-CGACCAAGACCCATTGCCTG-3’ +467-+605, PA4499 This study 
    PA4499_reverse 5’-ACGTTTGCCTGACAGGATGG-3’ +467-+605, PA4499 This study 
    PA2408_forward 5’-GCCTGCCGCTCACCGTCG-3’ +281-+399, PA2408 This study 
    PA2408_reverse 5’-CATGCCGACCCGTTCCAGG-3’  +281-+399, PA2408 This study 
1Restriction sites are underlined in the primer sequence. The restriction site is listed after the sequence. 
2Region amplified is given in relation to the gene’s start site, the gene is indicated in parentheses.  
3For the intergenic region primers, genomic location is given. 
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